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Efrosians are a gentile and dignified species native to the planet Efros Delta in the Flarset 

System. Cosmetically similar in appearance to Klingons, Efrosian faces contain fatty deposits 

inherited from their ancestors due to the harsh cold of their homeworld. They are notable for their 

patience, reserved behaviour, musical language, and oral history. Efrosians lack a native written 

language; while introduced to the concept of writing by other civilizations, Efrosian culture is still 

based on the memorization of spoken history, with libraries resembling other worlds' music archives. 

Males tend to have white or blonde hair while females usually have black, red, or dark brown hair. 

Efrosians prefer to specialize in one area of expertise, devoting themselves to a single profession 

with few outside interests. A deeply spiritual people, Efrosian religion features a binary morality: 

their heaven is known as "Endless Sky" opposed against a fiery underworld. Efrosians lack the 

concept of monogamy found in many other humanoid cultures and place no emotional value with 

sexual intercourse. They consider sexual relations a useful way to establish a rapport, allowing 

one to work better with their colleagues. It is actually considered somewhat rude not to flirt with 

someone of your preferred sex.

EXAMPLE VALUE: The More You Know of the Past, the More Prepared You 

Are for the Future 

• ATTRIBUTES: +1 Daring,+1 lnsight,+1 Reason 

• TRAIT: Efrosian. Most Efrosians have weak eyes but compensate with a heightened

sense of smell. Some Efrosians who are functionally blind correct this disability with a 

type of special mechanical glasses. Efrosians have two stomachs and require the oils

found in Levithi nuts in order to remain healthy.

• TALENTS: The character receives access to the following talents:

INTUIT DIRECTION 
REQUIREMENT: Efrosian, or Gamemaster's Permission 

You have an innate ability to orientate yourself, owing to your people's need to navigate across the 

glaciers and tundra! deserts of your homeworld. When you attempt a Task to plot a course, find your 

position, navigate overland, or determine which direction you're facing, you may re-roll one d20. 

RECALL INFORMATION 
REQUIREMENT: Efrosian, or Gamemaster's Permission 

You've learned to apply the techniques needed to memorize the oral history of your people to 

other types of facts. When you succeed at a Task using Insight or Reason, you gain one bonus 

Momentum, which may only be used for the Obtain Information Momentum Spend. 

TEAM ORIENTATED 
REQUIREMENT: Efrosian, or Gamemaster's Permission 

You are focused on the success of the group and work well with colleagues. When you 

assist another character, you may buy 1 additional d20 with either Momentum or Threat. 
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